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Reducing the unsustainable rate of global biodiversity loss is one of the major challenges 28 

that humanity faces1, as the consequences of biological annihilation would be irreversible 29 

for humankind2–4. While the ongoing erosion of ecosystems5,6 and the species that 30 

comprise them7,8 is now well documented, little is known about the role Earth’s remaining 31 

wilderness areas play in mitigating the global biodiversity crisis. Here we show that 32 

retaining this remaining wilderness is essential for the international conservation agenda, 33 

using an innovative approach to modelling biodiversity persistence from habitat 34 

condition and spatial variation in species composition. Wilderness areas act as a buffer 35 

against species loss, with extinction risk being less than half, on average, for species within 36 

wilderness communities compared to those in non-wilderness communities. While all 37 

wilderness areas have an intrinsic conservation value9,10, we identify areas on every 38 

continent that make the highest relative contribution to the persistence of biodiversity. 39 

Alarmingly, these highly important areas - where habitat loss would have more dramatic 40 

biodiversity impact - are poorly protected. Given the high rates of global wilderness loss10 41 

these areas urgently require targeted protection to ensure the long-term persistence of 42 

biodiversity, alongside efforts aimed at protecting and restoring more degraded 43 

environments. 44 

 45 

Main text 46 

Wilderness areas, where industrial levels of human disturbance are absent or minimal9,10, are 47 

the last stronghold of intact ecosystems across Earth, but their extent has been increasingly 48 

eroded with >10% of wilderness converted to human uses since the early 1990s10,11. Yet, 49 

little is known about the role wilderness plays in supporting biodiversity persistence,  as 50 

reflected in the absence of wilderness targets in the international environmental Agenda12. 51 

Here we address this knowledge gap, and provide the first estimate of the global significance 52 
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of wilderness areas for the persistence of terrestrial biodiversity. We use communities of 53 

vascular plants and invertebrates as biodiversity surrogates, as these highly diverse and 54 

customarily understudied13,14 groups represent the largest part of terrestrial biodiversity in 55 

terms of species numbers and biomass (~60% of the species are invertebrates15, ~80% of the 56 

biomass is from plants16).  57 

We take advantage of an innovative approach17 to map the β-diversity of biological 58 

communities – i.e. spatial variation in their species composition – based on generalised 59 

dissimilarity modelling18,19. Instead of delineating discrete community types, this method 60 

assigns each location across the terrestrial surface of the Earth (represented here as a 1 km 61 

grid cell) to a continuum of spatial turnover in biological composition. This approach predicts 62 

the proportion of species which any two locations shared when both had intact habitat, as a 63 

function of the environmental differences and the geographic separation of these locations. 64 

Building on such prediction, and the current condition of habitats, we invoke the species-area 65 

relationship (SAR) to estimate the proportion of species, in any given community, that are 66 

expected to persist over the long term across the landscape20,21. The complement to this 67 

estimate represents the proportion of species committed to extinction – i.e. to disappear from 68 

their entire distribution if habitat condition does not improve. For simplicity, we refer to the 69 

set of species represented in a wilderness cell as a “wilderness community”, and the set of 70 

species represented in a cell falling outside wilderness as a “non-wilderness community”. 71 

Importantly, the continuous nature of our β-diversity estimates reflects the reality that a 72 

certain proportion of species in a given wilderness community will also occur in cells found 73 

outside wilderness, and vice-versa. 74 

We found that wilderness areas act as a buffer against extinction risk. The global 75 

probability of species extinction in non-wilderness communities (mean = 5.6%; sd= 2.8%) is 76 

over twice as high as that of species in wilderness communities (mean = 2.1%; sd = 1.6%). 77 
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The buffering effect that wilderness has on extinction risk was found in every biogeographic 78 

realm22, but was higher for those realms with larger extents of wilderness remaining, such as 79 

the Palearctic (Fig. 1; Extended Data Table 1). Wilderness areas included the vast majority of 80 

communities facing low extinction risk in the Nearctic, Palearctic, Neotropical, and 81 

Australasian realms, where wilderness still has substantial coverage. The little remaining 82 

wilderness of the Afrotropical realm also covered low-risk areas, even if some areas of low-83 

risk were found outside it. Communities in the IndoMalay realm faced the highest overall risk 84 

of extinction and had the lowest wilderness coverage of all realms, confirming worldwide 85 

concerns for the biodiversity of that region23. The buffering effect of wilderness areas on 86 

extinction risk was confirmed when looking separately at communities of vascular plants 87 

(Extended Data Figure 1) and invertebrates (Extended Data Figure 2), with plants showing 88 

higher extinction risk values overall. This result was also confirmed when we accounted for 89 

the potential effect of habitat connectivity (Extended Data Figure 3), where the average 90 

extinction risk for non-wilderness communities (mean =6.9%; sd = 2.9%) was once again 91 

twice as high as that of wilderness communities (mean = 3.5%; sd = 1.7%). 92 
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 93 

Fig 1 Global probabilities of species extinction for communities of invertebrates and 94 
vascular plants associated with 1 km grid cells. 95 
The underlying map reports the estimated proportion of native species, originally associated 96 
with a particular grid cell, expected to disappear completely from their distribution due to 97 
the current condition of the habitats where they occur. The histogram bars represent the 98 
relative frequency distribution of the extinction risk values registered within areas of 99 
wilderness (green bars) and non-wilderness (orange bars) for each biogeographic realm.  100 

 101 

 Given the continuous nature of our β-diversity predictions, wilderness habitat made a 102 

relative contribution (pc) to the persistence of species in both wilderness and non-wilderness 103 

communities (Fig. 2). As expected, species persistence in wilderness communities was highly 104 

dependent on wilderness habitat (global mean pc across wilderness communities was 68%), 105 

but many non-wilderness communities also had some degrees of dependency on habitat 106 

found within wilderness (global mean pc across non-wilderness communities was 13%). This 107 

was especially the case for communities in the Amazon basin, and those found close to the 108 
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southern border of the Palearctic and Nearctic wilderness, where the survival of species was 109 

largely dependent (up to 90%) on habitat in good condition inside wilderness areas. 110 

Biogeographic realms characterised by larger extents of wilderness, such as the Nearctic and 111 

the Palearctic, hosted communities with a higher dependency on wilderness habitat (mean pc 112 

was 48% in the Nearctic and 31% in the Palearctic). In particular, high dependency on 113 

wilderness habitat was found for communities in northern America, northern Asia, the 114 

Amazon basin, and the arid and semi-arid areas in northern Africa and central Australia. 115 

Realms with limited wilderness remaining, such as the Afrotropics, showed contrasting 116 

patterns. In some cases, such as the Kalahari savannas, the remaining wilderness made a 117 

generally limited contribution to biodiversity persistence. In other cases, such as the Namib 118 

Desert, the remaining wilderness made high contributions to persistence and acted as habitat 119 

refugia for the biota found in that area.  120 

 121 

 122 
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Fig. 2 Relative contribution of wilderness areas to the persistence of plant and 123 
invertebrate communities.  124 
Map (a) reports the probability of persistence (pt) of species associated with any given grid 125 
cell, accounting for the entire habitat surface of that community. Map (b) reports the 126 
probability of persistence (pw) considering only the habitat retained within wilderness. Map 127 
(c) reports the proportional contribution (pc = pw/pt) that wilderness areas make to the 128 
persistence of species within each community. Note that maps (a) and (b) have a different 129 
legend scale, to ensure readability.  130 

 131 

 We assessed the impact that direct loss of a given wilderness location would have on 132 

biodiversity persistence (‘delta persistence’, δp; Fig. 3). We found the potential losses in 133 

probability of persistence were typically in the range 0.19%-3.65% worldwide (95% range of 134 

δp values for wilderness locations). The extent to which a wilderness block represents the 135 

biological diversity of a particular region (as described in the previous paragraph) was 136 

reflected in the estimated reduction in species persistence that would result from habitat 137 

degradation. Loss of wilderness areas characterised by a more unique biota (i.e. exhibiting 138 

high endemism), and/or representing the last remaining good-quality habitat for a particular 139 

biota, had a far higher impact on species persistence. For example, relatively low impact was 140 

predicted to result from the loss of individual wilderness grid cells in the Kalahari savannas, 141 

whereas higher impact was predicted from the loss of wilderness cells in the Namib Desert. 142 

This relates to the different levels of endemism characterising these two areas, and the fact 143 

that biodiversity in the Kalahari wilderness is surrounded by communities facing relatively 144 

low risk of extinction, while that in the Namib wilderness is surrounded by communities 145 

facing higher risk (Fig. 1).  146 
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 147 

Fig. 3 Relative contribution of each wilderness grid cell to the estimated probability of 148 
persistence of species within invertebrate and vascular plant communities. 149 
The map reports the estimated impact of loss of a given 1km wilderness pixel, in terms of the 150 
consequent reduction in global species persistence (δp). Shaded polygons represent terrestrial 151 
protected areas. The inset maps report details of example wilderness areas in the Nearctic (a), 152 
Neotropics (b), and Afrotropics (c) realms. 153 

 154 

 In every biogeographic realm, with the exception of the IndoMalay, there were 155 

communities whose entire persistence depended mostly (pc > 70%) on habitat found within 156 

wilderness (Supplementary Table 1). For these communities, even the loss of a single grid 157 

cell of wilderness can have high impact on the persistence of species (δp up to 14% in the 158 

Neotropics). While the highest average δp values were found in the Nearctic and Palearctic,  159 

there were at least some highly valued blocks in every realm (Table 1; Extended Data Figure 160 

4). Overall these high-value blocks of wilderness were spread across different biome types, 161 

from arid environments to tropical moist forests, but were most stark in tropical and 162 

subtropical forests and shrublands. Yet, we found the level of protection24 for wilderness 163 
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areas that make the highest contribution to species persistence differed very little from that of 164 

other wilderness areas (Extended Data Figure 5). While the average δp value across protected 165 

wilderness grid cells was slightly higher than random in all realms, with the exception of the 166 

Neotropics, the difference in terms of effect size was small in the Afrotropics (Cohen’s d = 167 

0.33)  and negligible elsewhere (Cohen’s d < 0.2; Extended Data Table 2). This means that 168 

wilderness areas where habitat loss would have the highest impact on biodiversity are not 169 

better protected than other wilderness (i.e. 18.45% protection as a global average). 170 

 171 
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Table 1 Contribution that wilderness areas make to overall species persistence within 172 
biological communities in each biogeographic realm.  173 

 174 

 175 
Mean and maximum contribution (pc) observed for communities in each biogeographic 176 
realm, and the mean and maximum reduction in persistence (δp) that would be associated to 177 
the loss of habitat in individual locations for each wilderness block. Only the 5 blocks with 178 
highest mean δp values are reported for each biogeographic realm (full dataset available in 179 
Supplementary Table 1). Only two wilderness blocks remain in the IndoMalay realm, both 180 
are listed.  Realms acronyms are as follow: AA Autralasia, AT Afrotropical, IM Indomalay, 181 
NA Nearctic, NT Neotropics, PA Palearctic. Two realms were excluded from analyses: 182 

Realm 
Mean 

pc 
Max 

pc 
Block 

ID 
Biome 

Area 
km2 

Mean 
δp 

Max 
δp 

AA 0.239 0.792 26267 Trop & Subtrop Grass, Savan & Shrub* 12835 0.034 0.120 

   25285 Trop & Subtrop Grass, Savan & Shrub* 41426 0.020 0.060 

   26185 Trop & Subtrop Grass, Savan & Shrub* 38742 0.019 0.050 

   25429 Trop & Subtrop Grass, Savan & Shrub* 25120 0.018 0.055 

   25865 Trop & Subtrop Grass, Savan & Shrub* 40790 0.018 0.052 

AT 0.031 0.717 27623 Deserts & Xeric Shrublands 20510 0.024 0.053 

   29333 Deserts & Xeric Shrublands 20548 0.023 0.055 

   20550 Trop & Subtrop Grass, Savan & Shrub* 83161 0.012 0.043 

   19928 Trop & Subtrop Grass, Savan & Shrub* 44205 0.005 0.035 

   27743 Trop & Subtrop Grass, Savan & Shrub* 20673 0.004 0.019 

IM 0.007 0.455 21258 Trop & Subtrop Moist Broad Forests** 27837 0.013 0.073 

   21094 Trop & Subtrop Moist Broad Forests** 43918 0.012 0.078 

NA 0.481 0.900 9218 Temperate Conifer Forests 36061 0.036 0.102 

   12514 Temperate Conifer Forests 18704 0.036 0.083 

   8926 Tundra 34585 0.036 0.101 

   7597 Boreal Forests/Taiga 24821 0.036 0.091 

   12141 Temperate Conifer Forests 273538 0.033 0.091 

NT 0.162 0.796 33835 Temperate Broadleaf & Mixed Forests 78296 0.026 0.139 

   33404 Temperate Broadleaf & Mixed Forests 22240 0.023 0.078 

   20311 Trop & Subtrop Moist Broad Forests** 13449 0.021 0.052 

   24334 Trop & Subtrop Moist Broad Forests** 18693 0.018 0.053 

   24997 Trop & Subtrop Moist Broad Forests** 20306 0.018 0.045 

PA 0.309 0.865 16393 Deserts & Xeric Shrublands 19778 0.035 0.057 

   15588 Deserts & Xeric Shrublands 23076 0.034 0.052 

   7356 Tundra 43756 0.032 0.091 

   8102 Boreal Forests/Taiga 26615 0.032 0.075 

   16476 Deserts & Xeric Shrublands 51814 0.032 0.061 
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Oceanian, and Antarctic. * Tropical & Subtropical Grasslands, Savannas & Shrublands. ** 183 
Tropical & Subtropical Moist Broadleaf Forests. 184 
 185 

 186 

Earth’s remaining intact ecosystems, increasingly seen as essential for the provision 187 

of ecosystem services on which humanity relies25 and for maintaining the bio-cultural 188 

connections of indigenous communities26,  have been neglected by the biodiversity 189 

conservation community. This is largely due to a belief they are less vulnerable to threatening 190 

processes, of low species richness, and of low overall diversity12. Recent analyses on 191 

vertebrate taxa27 found that areas of low human impact host fewer restricted-range species 192 

than it would be expected by chance. These species might have lost part of their original 193 

distribution as a consequence of rapid wilderness loss10. Our research shows many wilderness 194 

areas are today critical in reducing extinction risk for terrestrial biodiversity. These areas are 195 

important because they host highly unique biological communities, and/or represent the 196 

majority of remaining natural habitats for biological communities that have suffered high 197 

levels of habitat loss elsewhere. Alarmingly, these invaluable areas are not well protected. 198 

Our findings point to the need for a targeted retention of the remaining wilderness areas to be 199 

coupled with efforts aimed at protecting and restoring important habitats in degraded 200 

environments28. We believe it is vital that these two aims are viewed as highly 201 

complementary, and non-substitutable, components of a truly integrated approach to 202 

promoting the overall persistence of our planet’s biodiversity. A strategic expansion of the 203 

global protected area estate is needed to preserve those irreplaceable wilderness areas that are 204 

at most risk, alongside national land-use legislation and the enforcement of business 205 

standards for reducing industrial footprint in intact ecosystems8,12. In addition, regions that 206 

have already lost the largest part of their wilderness, such as the IndoMalay and the 207 

Afrotropics, require conservation strategies that focus on the restoration of ecosystem 208 
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integrity29. The value of wilderness in the international biodiversity agenda can be no longer 209 

understated if nations are truly committed to achieve the Sustainable Development Goals30. 210 
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Methods 281 

 282 

Modelling compositional variation in biological communities 283 

Our analyses build on global models of compositional turnover (β-diversity) in biological 284 

communities. This approach uses generalised dissimilarity modelling (GDM) to predict the 285 

difference in species composition between pairs of sites, as a function of environmental 286 

differences between, and spatial separation of, those sites18–20. Modelled relationships 287 

between spatial turnover in community composition and environmental gradients are used to 288 

generate continuous predictions of β-diversity patterns within a region of interest, without 289 

having to delineate communities as discrete entities (Extended Data Figure 6). 290 

We employed compositional-turnover models for vascular plant and invertebrate 291 

communities generated by Hoskins et al.17 using the global biodiversity modelling 292 

infrastructure BILBI, as recently applied to projecting biodiversity trends under future 293 

scenarios of socio-economic development21,31,32. This infrastructure relies on a GDM 294 

approach to predict spatial turnover in species composition between any pair of 30 arc-295 

seconds grid cells across the terrestrial surface of the planet (~1 km2 at the equator). The 296 

infrastructure uses a specially modified form of GDM, which corrects for biases introduced 297 

into predictions when models are fitted to incomplete survey inventories. This is achieved by 298 

replacing the response variable normally employed in GDM fitting (i.e. compositional 299 

dissimilarity between pairs of sites) with the probability that a pair of observations drawn 300 

randomly from two sites refer to the same or different species. This modelled probability is 301 

then back-transformed to a measure of proportional dissimilarity in species composition 302 

between communities. This modification of the standard GDM approach minimises the risk 303 

that incompleteness and biases in survey inventories result in inflated estimates of turnover. 304 
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In the BILBI infrastructure, separate GDMs were built for each of the 61 biome-realm 305 

combinations of the terrestrial globe22, with models fitted separately for invertebrates and 306 

plants. Each model was fitted to species location records derived from the Global 307 

Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF; as detailed in Hoskins et al.17). A total of 132,761 308 

species of invertebrates (with 13,244,784 location records) and 254,145 species of vascular 309 

plants (with 52,489,096 location records) were employed globally. The selection of a reduced 310 

subset of GBIF records followed both an extensive data cleaning and name matching process, 311 

and a selection of plant and invertebrate taxa for which there were consistent collection 312 

methodologies and communities of practice and relatively complete coverage, so as to 313 

minimise the number of “single specimen” records. While GBIF data present inherent 314 

limitations, especially in terms of the variation in sampling intensity for different parts of the 315 

globe, the innovative enhancement to GDM modelling employed in our study reduces the 316 

bias introduced by incomplete sampling17,33. In fact, comparing “observation pairs” (as 317 

opposed to site pairs) in the BILBI modelling infrastructure ensured that variation in 318 

sampling intensity was effectively accounted for during model fitting, because the probability 319 

that two observations in two sites refer to the same species is independent of the number of 320 

other species observed. In doing so, our approach relies on the assumption that range-321 

restricted species are less likely to be found within the dataset being sampled, hence species 322 

that are less likely to be sampled (due to their natural rarity) will increase our estimates of 323 

dissimilarity in the areas they exist. Furthermore, by focusing on spatial patterns in a 324 

collective property of biodiversity – i.e. compositional turnover – rather than modelling 325 

distributions of individual species, the BILBI infrastructure is expected to achieve relatively 326 

robust extrapolation of patterns across poorly-sampled regions, even when species occurring 327 

in these regions are unsurveyed. 328 
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The proportional compositional dissimilarity between grid cells was predicted as a 329 

function of the following environmental variables17: Minimum Monthly Temperature34, 330 

Maximum Monthly Temperature34, Maximum Diurnal Temperature Range34, Annual 331 

Precipitation34, Actual Evaporation34, Potential Evaporation34, Minimum Monthly Water 332 

Deficit34, Maximum Monthly Water Deficit34, Soil pH35, Soil Clay Proportion35, Soil Silt 333 

Proportion35, Soil Bulk Density35, Soil Depth35, Ruggedness Index36, Topographic Wetness 334 

Index35. All temperature, evaporation, and water deficit surfaces were adjusted for the effects 335 

of topographic aspect and shading37,38. 336 

 337 

Measuring the condition of habitats 338 

We estimated the current condition of habitats, using land-use maps for the year 2015 derived 339 

from the latest update of the land-use harmonisation project39 (LUH2). These maps represent 340 

the percentage coverage, for each 0.25° grid cell of the globe, of 12 classes of land use: 341 

forested land (primary or secondary), non-forested land (primary or secondary), managed 342 

pasture, rangeland, urban land, C3 crops (annual, perennial, or nitrogen fixing), C4 crops 343 

(annual, or perennial). Estimates of the proportional coverage for each land-use class was 344 

downscaled from the original 0.25° resolution to a resolution of 30 arc-seconds 345 

(approximately 1 km at the equator) following the approach described in Hoskins et al.38, to 346 

match the scale of biological communities and wilderness areas. Our approach differed 347 

slightly from the original approach of Hoskins et al., to accommodate the added 348 

computational complexity of fitting to 12 land-use classes instead of 5. It also differed in the 349 

use of more recent datasets40–42 during the fitting process (see Supplementary Methods for 350 

additional details). Following recent analyses21,31,32, values for the 12 LUH2 classes were 351 

combined into a cumulative habitat condition score, by multiplying each percentage land-use 352 

value for a coefficient representing the proportional native species richness (or “α diversity”) 353 
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expected to be retained under each land-use class, derived from the PREDICTS 354 

database7,21,43,44. The coefficients were estimated from a hierarchical mixed-effects model to 355 

assess how natural species richness responds to land use change43. 356 

 We also used the habitat condition surface as the basis for a sensitivity analysis on the 357 

potential effect of habitat connectivity. Connectivity was calculated following Drielsma et 358 

al.45, assuming cell-wise permeability as a function of relative habitat condition. Since this 359 

calculation multiplies the connectivity of a cell by its current condition, the resultant surface 360 

is by definition lower than that measured by condition alone. 361 

 362 

Estimating biodiversity persistence and the risk of species extinctions 363 

We estimated the proportion (pi) of species associated with each grid cell i expected to persist 364 

anywhere within their range. We followed Allnutt et al.20 in employing the Species-Area 365 

relationship (SAR) to translate the ratio between the remaining area and the original (pre-366 

degradation) area of habitat across similar ecological environments (relative to the biological 367 

community in a given cell i) into the proportion of species (pi) expected to persist over the 368 

long term. This value was derived as a function of the modelled similarity (sij) in species 369 

composition between the focal cell i and other grid cells j found in the same biome-realm, 370 

derived using the GDM approach described above, as well as the condition of habitat in each 371 

of those cells (cj):  372 

 373 

𝑝 =
∑

∑
  [1] 374 

 375 

where the numerator represents the condition-weighted area of habitat remaining across 376 

similar ecological environments to grid cell i (i.e. the remaining extent of the biological 377 

community comprising species originally present in cell i) and the denominator represents the 378 
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original area of similar ecological environments (i.e. the extent of that biological community 379 

if all habitats were intact). The parameter z is the coefficient of the SAR, set to 0.25 as per 380 

previous studies18–20,31. After estimating persistence values pi for each grid cell, we derived 381 

extinction risk values (ei), representing the proportion of species associated with each grid 382 

cell i expected to be lost from their range, as a simple complement of persistence:  383 

 384 

𝑒 = 1 −  𝑝   [2] 385 

 386 

 Separate estimates of persistence and extinction were made for vascular plant 387 

communities and invertebrate communities, and values were then averaged across the two 388 

groups to report aggregated biodiversity results. It is important to clarify that this method (as 389 

for any other method built on SAR theory) does not estimate the precise timing of extinction. 390 

Rather, it estimates the proportion of species which are expected to become extinct over the 391 

long term, as a consequence of the habitat conditions observed in the present time. We thus 392 

invoke the concept of “species committed to extinction” (eg see Chaudhary & Mooers46), as 393 

those species originally present in an area that are estimated to disappear from their entire 394 

range, given deterioration of habitat condition. Some of these extinction might have already 395 

been realised at the time of assessment, while others are expected to be realised over longer 396 

time periods into the future (as an extinction debt), unless habitat condition improves. 397 

 398 

Estimating the contribution of wilderness areas to biodiversity persistence 399 

We represented the distribution of wilderness areas using the map of terrestrial wilderness by 400 

Allan et al.11, at a global resolution of 1 km2. The distribution of wilderness was derived by 401 

identifying all areas free of human pressure and covering a contiguous area of ≥ 10,000 km2. 402 

The estimate of human pressure was in turn derived from the Human Footprint map47, a 403 
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representation of the cumulative human pressure on the environment. As wilderness 404 

encompasses different regions with very diverse biological characteristics in terms of species 405 

diversity, levels of endemism, and spatial turnover in species composition, we quantified its 406 

role in promoting biodiversity persistence across different locations and across taxa. We did 407 

this by estimating the extinction risk within wilderness communities versus that within non-408 

wilderness communities. A “wilderness community” is defined here as the set of species 409 

associated with a cell found inside wilderness; the extinction risk for this community is 410 

therefore calculated by making this the focal cell i in equations 1 and 2. Extinction risk for 411 

each “non-wilderness community” is calculated in a similar manner, by making a particular 412 

cell falling outside wilderness the focal cell i in equations 1 and 2.   413 

We assessed the relative contribution that habitat found within wilderness areas 414 

makes to the persistence of terrestrial biodiversity, both globally and within each 415 

biogeographic realm22. To do so, we started from the estimate of the proportion of species 416 

(pi,t) associated with each grid cell i expected to persist considering any available habitat 417 

(inside and outside wilderness). We then repeated this calculation considering only habitat 418 

found inside wilderness grid cells. By re-running the BILBI infrastructure using this 419 

“filtered” habitat condition map, we estimated the proportion of species associated with each 420 

grid cell i expected to persist if wilderness were the only habitat remaining (pi,w). By 421 

comparing this latter value, based only on wilderness habitat, to the former value, based on 422 

all habitat, we were able to measure the relative contribution (pi,c) that wilderness areas make 423 

to the total persistence of biodiversity associated to each grid cell: 424 

 425 

𝑝 ,  =  ,

,
   [3] 426 

 427 
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where pi,c values are by definition in the range 0 to 1, given pi,w ≤ pi,t. This value represents an 428 

estimate of the contribution that wilderness, as a whole, gives to the persistence of species in 429 

any given biological community.  430 

We also estimated the potential reduction in biodiversity persistence (δp) that would 431 

result from the loss of habitat in any given wilderness grid cell, so as to identify those areas 432 

where the impact of habitat loss would be highest. This value was calculated from the slope 433 

of the species area curve (Eq.1) for the grid cell in question as: 434 

 435 

𝛿𝑝 =
(∑ ) .

∑
−

(∑ ) .

∑
  [4], 436 

 437 

which represents the potential impact of the removal of cell i in intact condition. This value 438 

can be interpreted as the relative global change in the persistence of a given biological 439 

community, which comprises all species found within a grid cell i, which would be expected 440 

to result from the loss of habitat in that grid cell. 441 

 We reported the mean and maximum wilderness contribution values (pi,c) observed 442 

across grid cells within in each biogeographic realm. In addition, we reported the mean and 443 

maximum delta persistence (δp) values observed across grid cells within each block of 444 

wilderness (defined as individual patches of contiguous wilderness land). Once again, 445 

separate analyses were run for vascular plant communities and invertebrate communities, and 446 

values were then averaged to report aggregated biodiversity results. 447 

 448 

Measuring the protection level of wilderness areas with different biodiversity value 449 

We measured the relationship between δp values and protection status for each wilderness 450 

pixel of the globe, using the World Database on Protected Areas24. Following the description 451 

in Butchart et al.48, we excluded those internationally designated sites not considered as 452 
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protected areas, excluded ‘proposed’ sites and those with an unknown status, represented 453 

sites without a defined shape as geodetic buffers of the appropriate area, and excluded 454 

marine-only sites as well as the marine portion of coastal sites. 455 

We assessed the effect size of the difference in mean δp values across protected and 456 

non-protected wilderness grid cells in each realm using Cohen’s d statistic49. We also 457 

evaluated the difference between the observed mean δp value in protected wilderness areas 458 

and that associated to 1,000 random samples of wilderness grid cells, each being of the same 459 

size as the number of protected cells. We measured how many times the observed mean δp 460 

was higher than the random mean δp. 461 

Spatial data preparation was done in the GrassGIS50, map outputs and layouts were 462 

prepared in QGIS51, statistical analyses were performed in R52. 463 

 464 
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 552 

Extended Data Figure 1. Global-scale probabilities of species extinction for communities 553 

of vascular plants associated with each grid cell. 554 

The underlying map reports the estimated proportion of native species, originally associated 555 

with a particular grid cell, expected to disappear from their distribution due to the current 556 

condition of the habitats where they occur. 557 
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 558 

Extended Data Figure 2. Global-scale probabilities of species extinction for communities 559 

of invertebrates associated with each grid cell. 560 

The underlying map reports the estimated proportion of native species, originally associated 561 

with a particular grid cell, expected to disappear from their distribution due to the current 562 

condition of the habitats where they occur. 563 
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 564 

Extended Data Figure 3. Global-scale probabilities of species extinction for communities 565 

of invertebrates and vascular plants associated with each grid cell, accounting for habitat 566 

connectivity. 567 

The underlying map reports the estimated proportion of native species, originally associated 568 

with a particular grid cell, expected to disappear from their distribution due to the current 569 

condition of the habitats where they occur, as well as the level of connectivity between habitats. 570 
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 571 

Extended Data Figure 4. Distribution of the top-5 wilderness blocks identified for each 572 

realm. Numbers in the map report ID codes for the block (corresponding to Table S1). 573 
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 574 

Extended Data Figure 5. Frequency distribution of the contribution that individual 575 

wilderness grid cells make to the probability of persistence of invertebrate and vascular 576 

plant communities (δp). 577 

The histogram bars represent the relative frequency distribution of the δp values for wilderness 578 

pixels inside (blue bars) and outside (grey bars) protected areas, in each biogeographic realm. 579 

 580 
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Extended Data Figure 6. Analytical framework used to estimate the probability of 582 

persistence of biological communities. 583 

The framework combines estimates of spatial turnover in species composition, from which 584 

ecologically scaled environments are derived, and estimates of habitat condition. The 585 

framework produces a spatially explicit (1km) estimate of biodiversity persistence, from which 586 

a number of metrics are derived: proportion of species committed to extinction, contribution of 587 

wilderness areas to global species persistence, and potential reduction in persistence in case of 588 

wilderness degradation. 589 

 590 
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 591 

Extended Data Table 1 Mean extinction risk (with standard deviation in parentheses) 592 

observed across communities of invertebrates and vascular plants in each biogeographic realm, 593 

inside and outside wilderness areas. 594 
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 596 

 597 

Extended Data Table 2 Difference in the estimated reduction of global species persistence 598 

(δp) associated to the loss of a protected or non-protected wilderness pixel. The first row reports 599 

the mean δp values observed across all protected wilderness grid cells of a biogeographic 600 

realm; the second row reports the average across 1,000 mean δp values obtained by randomly 601 

selecting an equivalent number of wilderness cells; the third column reports the percentage 602 

times in which the observed mean δp was higher than the mean δp from a random sample (out 603 

of 1,000 random samples); the last row reports the effect size (Cohen’s d statistic) of the 604 

difference between δp values in protected and non-protected wilderness cells. Realms 605 

acronyms are as follow: AA Australasia, AT Afrotropical, IM Indomalay, NA Nearctic, NT 606 

Neotropics, PA Palearctic. Two realms were excluded from analyses: Oceanian, and Antarctic. 607 
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